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From the Publisher
Our objective in Westlake Malibu Lifestyle is to deliver
high-profile, thought-provoking interviews that provide
you with substantial depth and food for thought. We
are particularly interested in remarkable people who
display the attributes of courage and altruism. It’s
particularly gratifying to profile them because they
never seek us: we seek them. We limit the seriousness
of our editorials by injecting some much-needed
humor and light-heartedness – remembering always
that self-deprecation is very liberating.
We have loads of variety in our content from the
responsible elements of Eco-consciousness to admirable
Portraits of Success to exquisite homes and the power of
creativity. There’s financial good sense imparted to us by experts, medical breakthroughs explained, and the most beautiful parts of the
world displayed – places that you can escape to either imaginatively or physically. The choice is yours.
Most importantly, this is a family magazine, so there will never be anything in it that your children shouldn’t see. Feel free to
display us on your living-room coffee table where we’d like to belong. We intend to have something of interest for every member
of your family.
Our hope is that Westlake Malibu Lifestyle will encourage the attributes in society that we seek: fair-mindedness and respect
for each other. And if you’re kicking back on your day off- enjoying us on the beach – we hope you find some pictorial visual
feasts and some fun elements.
Here’s to our long and happy association with you. — Diana Lyle
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About Our Magazine
Westlake and Malibu are two jewel locations on the lifestyle spectrum, connected in more ways than by a picturesque canyon.
While one is tucked up in the beautiful Santa Monica Mountains, the other overlooks the dolphins in the glistening Pacific Ocean.
What they have in common is a way of life – close to nature – that is far from the ‘madding crowds’.
Each big glossy issue of Westlake Malibu Lifestyle delivers high-profile, thought-provoking interviews that provide readers with
substantial depth versus gossip. There are interesting features and remarkable stories of people’s courage and altruism. Beautiful
homes, travel, sport, entertainment, medical breakthroughs and environmentally-responsible subjects are the magazine’s main
stays with superb photography and a showcase of talents.
The magazine has a shelf life of two months and shelf life of two months and saturates these areas: Hidden Valley, North Ranch
and Malibu. We also distribute in Calabasas.
There are several advertising options that suit every business budget. Rates depend on size, placement, and length of contract.
What’s important is that you know that your advertisement will be distributed to the people who ensure your success. With an
attractive and captivating “coffee table” magazine in a prime geographical region, our shelf life long outlives its two-month-issue
cycle. The benefits to our advertisers are significant and strong.
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Engagement at Scale
The Westlake Malibu Lifestyle brand sits at the intersection of best-in-class print, digital, and social offerings, reaching potential
customers in the Westlake Village, Hidden Valley, North Ranch, Thousand Oaks, Calabasas and Malibu areas. Westlake Malibu
Lifestyle magazine is available - free of charge - at major traffic areas such as coffee shops and grocery stores.. The strategy is to
saturate prime geographical areas where there is the highest percentage of targeted consumers.

WEBSITE

SOCIAL

wmlifestlye.com’s award-winning digital
platform is packed with original content.

Access highly engaged readers through our
social media platforms.
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Distribution and Saturation Areas
Westlake Malibu Lifestyle magazine is available - free of charge - at major traffic areas all around Westlake Village,
Malibu and Calabasas. Magazines can also be found at businesses, coffee shops and grocery stores. The strategy is to
saturate prime geographical areas where there is the highest percentage of targeted consumers.

WESTLAKE VILLAGE
POPULATION
THOUSAND OAKS &
NORTH RANCH
POPULATION

+119,873

HIDDEN VALLEY
POPULATION

+2,152

+11,358

CALABASAS
POPULATION

+12,620
MALIBU
POPULATION

+23,988
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Covered in Every Issue
In each issue, Westlake Malibu Lifestyle’s editorial staff spends as much time and effort crafting its
Front of Book and recurring departments section as it does molding its feature well.
Multi-Talented Torchbearer

COVERSTORY 08.21

AMSTERDAM IMMERSION

MOTORINGPURSUITS 12.21

NICOLE
PHELPS
Nicole Phelps is a Renaissance woman in the most progressive sense of the term. Aside
from her substantial role as the Rock of Gibraltar wife to Michael Phelps, she is conscientiously raising the couple’s three young boys, Boomer (5), Beckett (3) and Maverick
(20 months). The world fell in love with Boomer at the Rio 2016 Olympics as he sat on
Nicole’s lap with his headphones on – joining in the excitement of watching his dad enter the history books as the greatest Olympic athlete of all time. As the world looked on,
the scene looked picture perfect, but Nicole was one of the few people privy to the layers
of complexity surrounding the overwhelming achievements of the man she loved.
This powerhouse woman’s story began in our neighborhood. Nicole attended Westlake High School - graduating in 2003. She remembers those days with fond memories:
“I was on the dance team my freshman, sophomore, junior year, and I loved competing. In my senior year, I was a cheerleader so I was part of the excitement surrounding
the football and basketball teams. It was such a fun school. I lived in Westlake Village
until I went to USC, and came back frequently as my mother still lives there.”
Armed with oceans of talent and a strong work ethic, Nicole attained the grades necessary to earn her a place at USC’s Annenberg School of Communication and Journalism
where she graduated with honors. Thereafter, she began a successful marketing career.

2021 Maybach 100

MAYBACH:
The First Century
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ardening can seem
overwhelming, taking
up way more time
than you actually have.
Many people opt not
to even try, for fear it
will be too much work.
Today there are many ways to garden and
you might want to see what your options are
before you write off growing vegetables in
your future. Here is an overview of different gardening methods for the laziest of
gardeners.
Now, there is no excuse for you not to
start growing your own food today!

By Larry Crane

ilhelm Maybach’s inventions made a crucial
contribution to putting order into Gottlieb
Daimler’s visionary concepts for nascent
motorized mobility. And with Maybach’s
son Karl’s expanded vision and another century of scientific understanding, their name
lives on in the Mercedes-Maybach brand.
Even 100 years ago, Karl Maybach was already working with the best
specialist companies in order to meet his customers’ wishes and their
style when commissioning a bespoke piece of automotive art. He
combined technical quality with individual design and perfect craftsmanship. No two cars are alike. Each of the coachbuilders complements the outstanding engineering of the chassis and engines with
high-quality equipment and handcrafted bodies.

STORY BY DIANA ADDISON LYLE
PHOTOGRAPHY: BOONE STUDIOS
STYLING: AMY ATELIER (SCOTTSDALE)
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By Model Gardener Kelly Emberg

T R AV E L S C A P E S 1 0 . 2 1
Amsterdam, the Netherlands’ capital, is known for its artistic heritage, elaborate canal system, and narrow
houses with gabled facades, legacies of the city’s 17th-century Golden Age. Its Museum District houses
the Van Gogh Museum, works by Rembrandt and Vermeer at the Rijksmuseum, and modern art at the
Stedelijk. Cycling is key to the city’s character, and there are numerous bike paths.
Amsterdam is a city for all seasons. Come wind, rain, snow or shine, there’s always something to do and see.
But never is Amsterdam more alive than in the summer, when the city’s streets, canals and parks transform
into a buzzing kaleidoscope of activity.
Amsterdam doesn’t hold back when it comes to celebrating street food. With festivals like ‘Taste of Amsterdam’, ‘Rollin Kitchens’ and ‘Kwaku’, the city lives by one policy alone: it’s never enough. Don’t miss the Bacchus festival if you love a good glass of wine - or tune out the heat with a tour of Amsterdam’s coolest ice
cream spots. For a local touch, visit Amsterdam’s best markets for aged cheeses, fresh seafood and signature
poffertjes that will leave you fed up… in a good way.

MULTI-TALENTED TORCHBEARER
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Gardening Made Easy…for the lazy gardener
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“We see ourselves as a creator brand,” says Philipp Schiemer, Head
of Top End Vehicle Group Mercedes-Benz AG and CEO Mercedes-AMG GmbH. “Every vehicle has always been configured and
manufactured with veritable artistic ambition. Customers and producers have always been creative together – we want to preserve this
spirit and further strengthen it in the future.”
The pinnacle of that philosophy will be the “Edition 100” to celebrate the brand century. There will be only 100 examples of the Edition available to distribute among the top dealerships in the U.S. in
the first half of 2022.
The genesis of Maybach performance-luxury is based on constant
innovation — then as now. For this, inspiration is needed, impulses from outside, from creative partners like the early coachbuilders.
Mercedes-Maybach relies on the expertise of its partners, a strong
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NO-DIG / LASAGNA GARDENING

“No-Dig” gardening is when you build your
garden on the top of the ground. Yes, you can

Amsterdam city at night
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start your garden anywhere, as long as you
have a water source nearby. This is organic,
in ground gardening at its simplest form.
Digging is the hardest part, so if you don’t like
to dig, this is the garden for you!
In a no-dig garden, the soil is free to exist
with minimal disturbance. In general, the
soil remains untouched except for harvesting root crops or planting something. Soil
has its own life and structure and we should
learn to respect it. There are millions of live
inhabitants deep in the sub-layers of your soil,
which help your plants find nutrients and
moisture. Have you ever noticed when you
turn over the soil, those helpful little earthworms curl, stretch and flip around in jerking
motions trying to find their way back into the
soil? It’s better to let the microbes and worms
do what they do best and leave them alone!

WESTLAKE MALIBU LIFESTYLE I AUGUST 2021

Lasagna gardening is a no-dig gardening method that results in rich, fluffy soil,
increased yields, fewer weeds and fewer pests.
Like a lasagna, you will add layers of
organic materials to your garden bed that
will “cook down” over time, creating a good
soil full of life. Start this garden in the fall so
it has all winter to break down.
Materials needed for your Lasagna Garden:
Grass clippings, leaves, fruit and vegetable
scraps, coffee grounds, tea leaves and tea
bags, seedless weeds, manure, compost,
seaweed, shredded newspaper or junk mail,
pine needles, spent blooms, trimmings from
the garden, peat moss, cardboard.
• Step 1: Prepare the Site
Level the site. Grass or weeds will be
covered up and will not pose a problem.
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H O M E & H E A R T H J O R D A N C O H E N L U X U R Y E S TAT E S

SPORTSDISTINCTION 10.21

Sea Collection - Resort 2021

FA S H I O N S E N S E 0 8 . 2 1

Markarian Spring-Summer 2021

SPORTSDISTINCTION 12.21

Take Every Wave
The Life of Laird Hamilton
Documentary Movie available on Amazon

Experience the white-knuckle thrill of big wave surfing through the eyes of Laird Hamilton, a living legend
who conquers the world’s mightiest tides

I started my research for this article feeling doubtful and disenchanted. such as sneakers, slingbacks, espadrilles, loafers, or ballerina flats
Of course, I realized that the approach to fashion won’t be the same will continue to hold center stage.
anymore, as the pandemic altered every way we engage with our
The transition for more structured garments eventually happens,
clothing, from designing and styling to selling, buying, and wearing it. as things get back to normal and a renewed interest in clothing
But what I missed most was the magic of why. I looked at the abundance surfaces. We move towards breezy floral dresses, cut-outs and
of trends emerging from both the runways and our ever-shifting social tie-dyes, cropped tops with bare midriffs, and straight-leg jeans
media grid, and I pondered the summer street
- the ultimate comfortable classic and this
style of fashion lovers and regular people alike.
summer’s number one style.
Something rang false to me as I was trying to
Already ruling the summer street style
determine not what the new trends were, but
worldwide, the straight-leg silhouette has
whether they were important anymore, to
stood the test of time unabashed and continues
whom, and why.
to prove its undeniable versatility regardless
Take for instance the emphasis on comfort.
of the season. Designed to sit high on hips
People are mostly reaching for what is
and drop straight down to the hem, it works
practical and comfortable right now, both
like a charm for any fashionista’s body shape,
physically and psychologically. The lack of
paired for warm weather with a simple tank
social feedback during lockdowns shifted
and sneakers, or a strappy heel and a bra-like
our focus from the aesthetic or status value
crop top. The best summertime feel comes
of our wardrobe to how clothes make us feel,
from the light wash hue, but vintage-inspired,
express various parts of our identity, mitigate
faded-wash black jeans and clean-white highour moods, evoke precious memories, and
waist denim, worn with a simple cardigan
aid our general wellbeing. We’ll find it hard
and kitten heels, are also great options. As are
to relinquish the comfortable staples of our
the jeans with a special artsy finish, paired
pandemic fashion style anytime soon, so - at
with a crop top or a bodysuit for flawless tuck.
least as long as our bodies still carry the extraPandemic changed also the way we shop.
pounds gained while working from home What fashion psychologists name ‘revengeoversized garments, elevated loungewear,
buying’, i.e., shopping to make up for the lost
Philosophy di Lorenzo Serafini – Resort 2021
athleisure look, and even comfy footwear
time, is a form of liberation and exploring

7-T I M E F O R M U L A O N E C H A M P I O N
BY DIANA ADDISON LYLE
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“
Photo by REUTERS/Alex Grimm

ou have to become one with the car. You should know exactly how much stress you can give it - because there’s a limit
always – and you should be careful like with everything you
like in life. You have to have that feeling not to go over the
top – nor under it. If you do that, then both the car and I will
be satisfied. That’s 100% perfection and that’s my target – to
always reach 100%. I’m just that type of person. I couldn’t
live with anything lower.” ~ Michael Schumacher
Formula One racing in 1991 had some established huge names: Brazil’s Ayrton Senna
was World Champion; France’s Alain Prost was with Ferrari. But everyone knew that
there was a young German named Michael Schumacher making his way up the ranks,
and there was an air of palpable excitement. His father recounted how it all happened:
“Luck got him through to Formula One. A driver had dropped out and they needed a new one.”
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he first time I walked outside without a mask on, I felt exposed. Gone was the
time when I could navigate the days just by training my eyes to show confidence
and competence. Now anyone could have an insight into my real mood (mostly
lousy). Or, worse, see written on my face the uncertainty felt at the prospect of
joining the summer vibe in a post-pandemic world. After more than a year spent
stifled in monotony, isolation, and restraint, we came up for air only to find out that not only our
world has changed, but also we have changed - a lot and irreversibly. We speculate what postpandemic society will look like and how different everything will be, from how we live and
where we work, to how we relax, where we shop, and what we wear. Many questions with hardly
any answers yet, as we see only very few signs that our relationship with the world is on the mend.

MICHAEL
SCHUMACHER
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Summer Street Style 2021:
The Emperor’s New Clothes

By Magda Pescariu
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PremierCountryClubEstate.com
$19,950,000
• Crown Jewel of Guard Gated North Ranch
Country Club Estates
• Privately Gated Atop 12 Acres
• Over 17,000 Square Feet
• Magnificent Panoramic Views
• True Masterpiece Built to Perfection
• Single Story with Lower Level Entertainment Area

wmlifestyle.com
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• Bowling Alley & Game Room with Pub Style Bar
• Separate Chauffer’s Quarters
• Home Theater • Two Office/Libraries
• Fitness Center with Steam and Dry Sauna
• Outdoor Fireplace and Fire Pit
• 25 Car Finished Garage
• Smart Home and Security Cameras
• Two Separate Legal Lots with Complete Privacy
• One of Southern California’s Most
Distinguished Estates
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#1 RE/MAX Agent Worldwide
www.jordancohen.com • 818.435.5220
@jordancohen21
@jordancohen1
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AUTOMOTIVE I LOCAL CELEBRITIES I FASHION I GARDENING I HOME + HEARTH I MONEY
MUSIC I REAL ESTATE I SPORTS I TRAVEL I WHAT’S NEW IN TOWN........AND MUCH MORE!

W Read for Yourself W
Tap any page above to read the article on our website.

CA BRE#01103362
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Unsolicited Testimonials
“I wanted you to know how
excited I have been over my
advertisement in your beautiful
magazine. I have received
dozens of calls from clients,
friends and interested parties
on the Ad. Everyone is so
complimentary and says how
impressive and lovely it is.
One person said, “It was the
BEST real estate ad they had
EVER seen”. I loved that. To
make matters even better a
call came in from an interested
party wanting to see the
property. They came and saw
it and fell in love and we are in
escrow as we speak.
The Ad sold the property;
the seller’s and I are thrilled!!
Thank you for your
marketing efforts and the
opportunity to advertise in
your lovely magazine. It is
apparent that it attracts a lot
of attention and people really
look at it.”
Stacy Richardson
Dilbeck Realtors,
Westlake Village

“The first time we placed
an ad with Westlake Malibu
Lifestyle, we received a call
from a prominent restaurant
in town to consider providing
cupcakes for their dessert
menu. We were thrilled at this
response and the opportunity”.
Rich Graffeo
Sweet Arleen’s Bakery,
Westlake Village
“We have already booked a
new patient who saw our ad
in your gorgeous publication
(first day out)! Just wanted to
share this wonderful news.”
Margot M. Mendenhall, Director
Karel Douglas Vaughan, M.D., Inc.
Vein Center Westlake Village
“We have had a wonderful
response to our advertisement
in your magazine. Everyone is
talking about it. Please bring
us lots of magazines because
they go so fast!”
Ilene Stern (Owner)
Ilene’s Boutique
Westlake Village

“I loved your new magazine.
The look and feel of it was
great. Paper and the pics were
quality. Many magazines could
learn a few lessons from you.
Good for you!”
John Nelson, CEO
Warner Pacific Healthcare
“I wanted to take a moment
to commend you on your fine
publication. In my mind, you
are without competition – you
are truly in a class by yourself
in our market.
The care and passion you
put into your work product
is evident. From the quality
of the paper and binding, to
the fine editorial content, to
the artistic eye with which
your photographers capture
their subjects, every aspect is
top notch. But, perhaps most
importantly, your publication
gets read. And read. And
reread. Our clients refer to it,
they keep it, and they display it.
Ryan Beal and Talia Beal, M.D.
Remedy Skin + Body

“I wanted to let you know
what a beautiful job you did
on the first issue of Westlake
Malibu Lifestyle magazine. I am
truly proud to have The Heart
Foundation be a part of this
issue. What a first class job! I
enjoyed reading the articles and
like the set-up with highlighting
the different paragraph’s
subject matters… it made for
easy reading. The creative
layout was extremely sharp!”
Mark Litman, Chairman
The Heart Foundation
“…I also wanted to let you
know I am very impressed
with your new magazine!
The layout and photo quality
are beautiful! You’ve done
a wonderful job pulling it
together so quickly. I am
really amazed at the timing.
Congratulations to you on this
beautiful magazine!”
Shelby Taylor Cuban
Director of Public Relations
Four Seasons Hotel
Westlake Village
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Advertising Specifications
AD SIZE (INCHES)

ACTUAL AD SIZE (W X H)

BLEED SIZE

LIVE AREA

FULL SIZE

9.25” X 12”

9.5” X 12.25”

8.875” X 11.625”

2 PAGE SPREAD*

18.5” X 12”

18.75” X 12.25”

18.125” X 11.625”

2/3 PAGE VERTICAL

5.125” X 12”

6” X 12.25”

5.375” X 11.625”

1/2 PAGE HORIZONTAL

7.75” X 5.125”

9.5” X 6”

8.375” X 5.375”

5.125” X 7.875”

6” X 8.75”

5.375” X 8.125”

1/2 PAGE VERTICAL (ISLAND)

*Two-page spread materials should be supplied as single pages. And, due to the nature of perfect binding, 1/16” of the spread’s image is lost on both sides of the gutter because the
pages kiss each other. Therefore, please provide 1/16” duplicate image on both sides of the gutter.

2/3 PAGE
AD VERT.

FULL PAGE
AD

1/2 PAGE
AD

Illustrates non-bleed area

1/2 PAGE
AD ISLAND

Illustrates bleed area

Shipping Instructions
All advertising PDF files may be e-mailed
(if under 20MB in file size) to:
di.lyle@sbcglobal.net

Digital Transfer Using DROPBOX
Click this link (will take you to the webpage
log-in) or type this link into your browser:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qey7jv9ks19fzkb/
AABtR8r8iV9P2lHYr9Wo-I_Ua?dl=0

Acceptable Media/Delivery
All advertising PDF files may be e-mailed
(if under 20MB in file size) to:
di.lyle@sbcglobal.net or can be sent via
DROPBOX (see link to left).
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Editorial Calendar 2022
ISSUE DATE

SPACE CLOSING

ADS DUE

ALL ADS APPROVED

ON NEWSSTANDS

FEB/MARCH 2022

DEC 22, 2021

DEC 29, 2021

JANUARY 3, 2022

JAN 21, 2022

APRIL/MAY 2022

FEBRUARY 21

FEBRUARY 25

MARCH 2

MARCH 18

JUNE/JULY 2022

APRIL 18

APRIL 25

MAY 2

MAY 20

AUG/SEPT 2022

JUNE 24

JUNE 29

JULY 1

JULY 22

OCT/NOV 2022

AUG 19

AUG 26

SEPT 2

SEPT 23

DEC/JAN 2022-23

OCT 21

OCT 28

NOV 4

NOV 18

Advertising Rates 2022
INSIDE FRONT
COVER

$1,990

PAGE 1
(COVER 2)

BACK COVER
(COVER 4)

FULL
PAGE

2/3 PAGE
VERTICAL

1/2 PAGE
HORIZONTAL
OR VERTICAL

$1,900

$2,600

$1,800

$1,100

$980

FOR ADVERTISING SALES OR QUESTIONS CONTACT di.lyle@sbcglobal.net
Cancellation of a contract will only be accepted upon receipt of written notice from the advertiser prior to the appropriate closing date. The publisher reserves the right to reject any
advertising. Advertisers and its agency indemnify, defend and hold harmless the publisher, Westlake Malibu Lifestyle, from any suits, claims, loss or expense based upon contents or subject matter, including, without limitations, claims or suits for libel, violation of rights of privacy, plagiarism, and copyright infringement, arising from the publication of an advertisement.
The publisher shall have the right to hold advertiser and/or its agent jointly and severally liable for such money as is due and payable to publisher for advertising that advertiser or its
agent ordered and that was published. If copy changes are not provided prior to the closing date, ad copy from the previous issue will be inserted. Authority and License to use (1) the
names, portraits and/or pictures of living persons; (2) any copyrighted material; and (3) any testimonials contained in any advertisement submitted by or on behalf of an advertiser are
the responsibility of the advertiser and its agency if there be one. As part of the consideration and to induce Westlake Malibu Lifestyle to publish such advertisement, the advertiser and
its agency, if there be one, each agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Westlake Malibu Lifestyle, against all loss, liability, damage and expense of whatsoever nature arising out of the
copying, printing, or publishing of such advertisement. Approval of an advertisement is subject to the Publisher’s discretion.

